idea vs . Technique
By ANTHONY BANNON
News Critic

Artist Hannah Wilke set up a table for dispersal of chewing gum
nder the caryatids on the Albright~ Porch of the Maidens .
Vhile a tape deck played "Shuffle off to Buffalo," she gave the gum
!way to youngsters, incredulous at first about such a bizarre practice
~ ;nd even more surprised when she told them to give it back.
' not soft
"But chew it some more," she said to quo child. "Its
x ,rough
."
When the gum was soft, Wilke folded the wads over, stuck .the
oimful assemblies to a piece of cardboard and fixed the cardboard on
he gallery wall.
The process was called art, part of a '3uly 4 gallery celebration .
Last year at Artpark, a West
;oust group of artists buried a car
The weave of this century's periilled with contemporary objects .
odic action and reaction, the assents
TerefOtore a project for Town Fa- and dissents of diverse art moveand school children, a Time ments is a complicated tracing. But
awe now becomes an art object,
some of its qualities include :
atalsight until 2000.
-The use of new media ; in fact,
A*m e
.2 Artpark, the Robert Gros- the use of any media, including,
egor gilt down two torpedo shaped literally, earth, air and fire.
tack steel pipes, called sculpture .
- A de-emphasis on technical
one . thought they were left over virtuosity, but an increased interest
raw a:sewer construction .
in process and conception ; thus, in
Dennis Oppenheim made finger critic Lucy Lippard's words, ' ' a
riots in The soil, Rockne Krebs dematerialization of the art object ."
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drawing, wrote in 1967: "In conceptual art the idea or concept is the
most important aspect of the work
. . . When an artist uses a conceptual
form of art, it means that all of the
planning and decisions .ate made beforehand and the execution is a perfunctoryaffair."
And Critic Gregory Battcock:
"The Idea artists were mainly inter' ested in exploring a new area of esthetw speculation that seemed to
represent a dramatic break from the
usual -activities of artmaking ; look
ing and appreciation. They were engaged in an emphatic rejection of
the commercial and consumer aspects in art."
.
s
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CONCEPTUAL A R T is antimaterialistic. It eliminates, or minimalizes, the art product. Conceptual
art. offers nwsymbols for a changi nt g cultural scene littered wft :
quickly-worn symbols . For that re&.son, then, it often is hard to read and
harder to accept.
The conceptual artist is to the art
object-what the music composer is to
a plastic phonograph record.
;Conceptual an offers transitory.
tellsporary strwbires t! a asd*y
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CONCEPTUAL ART, then, is a
form on the run . It's heyday was in
the late Vs and early '70x, yet its
influence remains today. Ft's influere>`e can be read on this page, for
instance, w4ere we have realized an
idea - a concept - by video artist
Woody Vasulka, who presentethrid
instructions, only.
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fore
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WOODY VASULKA is a video artist and Buffalo resident who recently was awarded a grant for'an artist's residency at WNED-TV with his wife, Steina. An associate professor
at UB; Vasulka's reptitation is in complex technical and esthetic innovation.
. .
He believes that "artists of today should provide various
models - of consciousness, of electrical systems, of design which the public can examine, incorporate, reject or
establish."
This year, Vasulka has lectured on basic
ciples of perception and image-mak". His concert for The News coat4ities that theoretical inquiry, suggesting the implicatiaot of
several perceptitsl choices among many possible ows

